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Implementation of computer tutoring programs and adaptation to the level of the user competence are
described. Three methods of next task choice at outer loop level are the results. The algorithm of
automatic formation of the decision-making model for inner loop task is presented. Method execution is
shown with an example of two linear equations solving the problem. The process of developed adaptation
methods implementation using a graphic method of tutoring programs creation in the universal
environment is described.
INTRODUCTION
The growth of intelligent computer tutoring programs (ICTP) in the educational process is connected
with the possibility of overcoming traditional teaching disadvantages: orientation to the "average" trainee,
lack of teaching material adapted to the trainee’s competence level, trainee’s individual learning style and
other factors. ICTP are capable of providing educational programs for the individual student based on
their competence level, and allow the individual to proceed at the optimal speed for mastering the
knowledge and skills. However adapting a program each time a new ICTP appears seems a rather laborconsuming problem. Moreover, frequently the teachers who could create ICTP do not possess the
programming knowledge necessary to develop the ICTP.
In the present research the following problems are solved:
1) Development of ICTP flowcharts which do not require programming skills;
2) Development of ICTP outer loop adaptation methods;
3) Development of adaptation method in ICTP tasks inner loop.
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METHOD OF ICTP GRAPHIC CREATION
Presently, authoring tools (AT) for computer tutoring programs (CTP) development are widely
available. Examples of AT are DIAG, RIDES, SIMQUEST, XAIDA, Demonstr8, D3, TRAINER,
ASPIRE, GTE, REDEEM, Eon, Interbook, MetaLinks, CALAT, CTAT and others (Woolf, 2009). One of
the most widely known AT in the virtual learning environment is Moodle (Moodle Service Network) and
in the mathematical environment there is ActiveMath (LeActivieMath). The creation of an ICTP in
Moodle is difficult and time-consuming. The author must develop his own methods and tools to create
feedback loops for the user. ActiveMath is restricted to mathematics only. There is a need for a universal
AT with a wide spectrum of various educational subjects that will allow quick formation of ICTP with
intelligent and adaptive functions. This software should not require programming skills. The ICTP
development process should require minimal time and provide simplicity of ICTP modification. The ideal
ICTP should provide an individual approach using basic pedagogical principles, and adaptation of the
tutoring process required of the subject domain and the skill level of the user. This program will provide a
universal environment for the creation of ICTP. Proceeding from the premise, it is possible to formulate
the basic requirements of a universal environment ICTP creation program:
1) Support of ICTP graphic assemblage (the majority of people learn visually);
2) ICTP tasks construction should be structured and easily modified;
3) ICTP execution should be directed on an individual approach.
The universal environment should provide means for intuitive support of created programs with
intelligent possibilities of the trainee’s competence control under specific subject domain.
The scheme of ICTP graphic creation process is presented in figure 1. Creation of the tutoring
program consists in several stages:
1) Creating of ICTP tasks set. Each of tasks consists from several visual components which
define its appearance. Visual components are divided on 2 categories: display elements (for
example, labels, images, function graph construction component) and input elements (text
input fields, tables, combo boxes, elements of mathematical formulas assemblage). After the
placement of components on the task form we need to define the properties of them such as
width, height, text, background color, font, etc. For input elements the compulsory
requirements are the setting of entered data etalon values or algorithms of their calculation in
the form of mathematical formulas or program code.
2) Defining of tasks properties. So, after creating of set of ICTP tasks we need to set some of
their properties such as title, maximum grade, price of error, estimation mode, etc.
3) Defining of project properties. All created tasks are united in one project which represents the
ICTP. Project properties are title, ICTP execution time limitations, design preferences, etc.
But the most important property is a next task choice mode or outer loop method which is
described in the following section.
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FIGURE 1
SCHEME OF ICTP GRAPHICAL CREATION

All described steps are performed in the universal environment ICTP creation program. After
execution of these steps of ICTP creation we receive a tutoring program project which can be executed by
the corresponded program of ICTP translation.
FIGURE 2
VIEW OF ICTP IN UNIVERSAL ENVIRONMENT
(CREATION AND TRANSLATION MODES)

Thus, tutoring programs creation process consists in formation of tasks set as collections of visual
components of various types, settings of each tasks properties and their association in the project. Such
structure of ICTP project provides the implementation of the second requirement that of allowing fast
addition of new tasks. Let’s consider in the details, the issue of supporting of ICTP adaptation, under the
varying levels of competence of each trainee which is based on the implementation of two loops: outer
ICTP loop and inner loop of its tasks (VanLehn, 2006).
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OUTER LOOP FORMATION METHOD
Outer loop is responsible for decision-making on what is the next task for execution by the user.
Decision-making in the outer loop should be aimed at mastering by the trainee of the set of competence
components (CC). The universal environment offers some variants of mechanisms of inner loop decisionmaking:
1) Pedagogical scenario of the tasks to be performed. The teacher designs the context-dependent
scenario of tasks execution in a special graphic editor. The pedagogical scenario is a tool of
studied material, which mastering corresponds to the trainee competence. In another cases
scenario scheme serves for setting of the order of the stages. The scheme presented on fig. 3,
displays ICTP pedagogical scenario, consisting of two tasks Task1 and Task2.
FIGURE 3
EXAMPLE OF THE SCENARIO SCHEME

Tasks for the scheme are represented by blocks with one input and three outputs (defining the success
of the task performance) which are connected by communication lines, defining the conditional
transitions between the stages of the pedagogical scenario. On the scheme it is defined that in case of an
error on solving Task1 the trainee should execute the two additional tasks Task1 (1) and Task1 (2) and
only after successful execution go to Task2.
According to scheme the call of task performance is implemented. Thus, the teacher independently,
proceeding from their own experience, offers the scheme of possible tasks of the trainees. The advantage
of such method is that the task choice is performed from teacher own experience. The drawback to the
system is that it does not always possess the current level of trainee competence.
2) Decision-making about the next problem for the user. The conscious trainee knows what
level of CCs he needs first of all. Therefore, the universal environment should offer to the
trainee the whole list of possible tasks and the independent formation by the trainee of the
tutoring sequence. But frequently the level of chosen tasks complexity does not correspond to
current level of the trainee competence and actual tutoring goals.
3) Decision-making about the next task by means of ICTP adaptation. The universal
environment allows to define ICTP CCs in a special CCs editor, the specify elements of input
which influence the degree of confidence of ɋɋ possession, and also define for each of the
tasks a set of CCs required for its successful completion. In the beginning of the ICTP
execution tasks are grouped in similar clusters. Inside of a cluster tasks are ordered on their
CCs total complexity. In the case of successful task performance the next task from the same
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cluster must be greater on total CCs complexity level. If the task has been executed
unsuccessful the next task should be smaller on total CCs complexity on the minimum value.
In case of mastering by the trainee of required CCs volume in current cluster there is a choice
of one of the following cluster tasks.
FIGURE 4
EXAMPLE OF POSSIBLE SCHEME OF ICTP OUTER LOOP

As a result of the described next task decision-making there is a formation of an individual outer loop
of tasks adapted under the level of trainee competence. For example, for the task of some physical object
mathematical model designing, decision-making mechanism of the outer loop can form the following
sequence of tasks: studying of forces, operating on object, formation of mathematical model construction
algorithm, execution on calculation according to constructed model, testing of the model. This is one of
possible task sequences. In another case this sequence can contain a larger quantity of tasks or a task with
another level of complexity. It depends on the trainee’s competence level and his/her progress at ICTP
tasks executions.
The maximum effect of the tasks outer loop execution can be reached by a combination of three
described mechanisms of decision-making. Formation of studying the individual program and the
education material adaptation for each of trainees can be reached not only on the outer loop level but also
on the ICTP tasks inner loops. The method of inner loop formation is described in the following section.
INNER LOOP FORMATION METHOD
In case of simple input elements, such as a table, text input field, component of graphs designing,
combo box etc., it is simple enough to define on which CCs they influence as a result of user input. But
the universal environment allows the creating of tasks which require from the user a more complex
answer input - algorithm of some problem solving in form of its program code. Task inner loop is
responsible for the intelligent analysis of its solving algorithm program code for the purpose of revealing
of CCs containing in it and the communications between them and formation of the adapted sub-tasks
sequence compensating of trainee knowledge or lack thereof. As a model of inner loop decision-making
(Murray, Lehn, & Mostow, 2006) Bayesian networks approach has been chosen. This model allows to
estimate the probabilities of each tasks steps execution success and to choose the most useful of them
from the pedagogical point of view. Principles of inner loop execution can be applied to solving of
various technical problems which algorithm can be formalized and presented in the form of a program
code. To each of the algorithm ɋɋ the probability node corresponds to defined degree of system
confidence in trainee possession by it, and also utility node defines importance of this CC possession
check in the inner loop. Decision-making about the inner loop next sub-task representing studying of
some CC is carried out proceeding from definition of CC with the maximum value in its probability node
and utility node values product. The algorithm of automatic generation of task inner loop model is
developed. It performs the receiving of the task solving algorithm abstract syntactic tree (AST), AST
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transformation to CC tree, and synthesis from CC tree of the decision-making BN(Kulik,2011). Let’s
consider in details this algorithm.
The first stage of the process of the inner loop transition model automatic formation is based on a
program code of the problem solving algorithm is its parsing. It is aimed at identification of CC,
necessary for task performance. After that on the basis of the task CC structure there is construction of the
decision-making BN, forming rational sequence of task steps execution due to decision-making about the
most useful alternative after receiving of the next evidences about tutoring process progress. In figure 5
the scheme of decision-making BN automatic formation stages for ICTP inner loop is presented.
FIGURE 5
THE SCHEME OF DECISION-MAKING BN AUTOMATIC FORMATION STAGES
FOR ICTP INNER LOOP
Formal description
of task solving
algorithm
Verbal formulation of algorithm,
block-diagram

Program code of
task solving
algorithm
Source code of task solving algorithm
implementation <AlgorithmName>.java

Program Source
Code to ASTNode
Convertion
Abstract syntax tree of task solving
algorithm of ASTNode type

ASTNode to
CCTree
Convertion
Task algorithm CC Tree

CCTree to BN
nodes List
Convertion
Objects list with decision-making BN nodes
description for task inner loop

BN nodes List to
GenieNetwork
Convertion
<BayesianNetwork>.xdsl

Decision-making
BN for task inner
loop in Smile
format

The initial data for work of the transition model automatic formation system is the formal description
of the problem solving algorithm in the form of the verbal information on sequence of its stages, block
diagrams, formulas of mathematical calculations.
The result of the system work is the decision-making BN for tutoring program inner loop. BN is
represented in SMILE format (GeNIe) (platform-independent library of classes for implementation of
graphic probabilistic models, and also decision-making models), convenient for the decision of its
analysis of problems and solving of probabilistic inference problems.
For receiving of final decision-making BN it is necessary to execute a number of actions:
1) The initial problem algorithm is represented in the form of program code written in high level
language, in our case in Java. Java provides wide tools for program code syntax analysis. The
given function is carried out by the developer of the tutoring program or by available
automated tools of problem solving algorithm graphic representation transformation in a
corresponding program code. Result of this stage of performance is the file with a Java-code
of the initial problem solving.
2) The construction of an abstract syntax tree (AST) of problem solving program code is made.
The object of ASTParser class is created for this purpose. ASTParser is an element of the
Eclipse JDT API-functions (The Eclipse Foundation) for program code AST construction,
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manipulations by it, detection of its errors, compilation and execution. AST is the final,
oriented tree in which internal tops are associated with operators of a programming language,
and leaves with corresponding operands. Thus, leaves are empty operators and represent only
variables and constants. After reference of program source code the object of ASTParser
class will transform it to hierarchical structure of ASTNode type. Every Java language
construction can be presented by node of corresponding type with various nesting degree
concerning root node of a tree. For example, the function containing the declaration of two
variables, can be presented at top level by MethodDeclaration type node (ASTNode
successor) and two nodes of VariableDeclarationStatement type nested in it. As a result the
source program java-code will be transformed to corresponding hierarchical structure of AST
nodes.
3) Algorithm AST will be transformed to a problem CC tree (CCT). The given tree represents
the hierarchical structure consisting of terminal type nodes (operators and names of variables
of a source code) and non-terminal, containing the information on the list of the nodes nested
in them. CCT can be received from AST by application of idea of Composite pattern
(Gamma, Helm, Johnson, & Vlissides, 1995). Thus for CCT construction AST nodes
connected only with CC interested to us are analyzed, other nodes are ignored.
4) CCT will be transformed to objects array with the information on decision-making BN nodes
for an inner loop of a problem. Thus, if CCT contained relations between the nodes,
hierarchies going from the top nodes to the nodes nested in it the direction of BN relations
changes from more nested to the top nodes of hierarchy. It is connected with features of
decision-making BN probabilistic inference as large CC acquirement depends on results of
performance of its components.
5) On an available array of the information on BN nodes the BN object of Network type which
is a copy of API SMILE class is constructed. The given object can be saved in a file of Genie
format (graphic environment for synthesis and the analysis of probabilistic models), and also
is used for the internal program analysis and solving of BN probabilistic inference problems.
Let's consider the process of decision-making BN automatic construction for a problem of tutoring to the
solving of the linear equations systems.
The universal environment allows us to organize task inner loop execution by the addition in it of
inner loop visual component. For such component ICTP developer should define a set of solving etalon
algorithms. We will consider stages of inner loop mechanism creation and its execution on an example of
problem of two linear equations system solving.
Let the system of two linear equations in a general view looks as follows:
a11 x1  a12 x2
®
¯a21 x1  a22 x2

b1 ,
b2

(1)

Where a11 ,a12 ,a21 ,a22 ,b1 ,b2 - some known integers, a11 ,a12 ,a21 ,a22 ,b1 ,b2  Z . It is necessary to define
values of unknowns x1 ,x2  R .
There is a set of ways of the given linear equations system solving. Let’s use Kramer's method and
find a system determinant, i.e. the determinant of the second order made of factors at unknowns:

V

a11a12
a21a22
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Let's make two more determinants from (1), having replaced in the first of them the first, and in the
second - the second columns with the column made of free members b1 ,b2 :

V1

b1a12

a11b1

V2

b2 a22

a21b2

(3)

Then, according to Kramer's rule, if a system determinant ǻ WKHFRQVLGHUHGV\VWHPKDVRQHDQG
only one decision, and:

x1

V1
V

x2

V2
V

(4)

Thus, for finding of linear equations system unknowns it is necessary:
1) To find value of system determinant according to the formula (2);
2) To check up a condition of system decision existence (ǻ  
3) To construct 2 private system determinants according to the formula (3);
4) To find values of the first and second unknowns according to the formula (4).
Having the verbal description of solving algorithm of system from two linear equations, we can make
the block diagram of system solving program algorithm:
FIGURE 6
ALGORITHM OF TWO LINEAR EQUATIONS SYSTEM SOLVING
Begin
a11, a12,
a21, a22
denom=a11*a22a12*a21

Yes

denom==0
No
x1 = (a12*b2a22*b1)/denom

No
solution

x2 = (a11*b2a21*b1)/denom

x1, x2

End

According to the algorithm made above it is possible to realize its implementation in Java language.
The program code by system unknowns finding (1) will have the following view: double denom =
a11*a22-a12*a21; if (denom = = 0) return “No Solution”; x1 = (a12*b2-a22*b1)/denom; x2 = (a11*b2a21*b1)/denom;
Algorithm input data is variables a11, a12, a21, a22, b1, b2, and output data is x1 and x2. We can
check the correctness of trainee algorithm work by comparison of its execution results with results of
some etalon algorithm execution on a set of input data test values. In other words, we should generate set
of input parameters a11, a12, a21, a22, b1, b2 values, submit them to algorithms input, receive values of
the output variables x1 and x2 for the trainee and etalon algorithms and compare them. In case the
deviation of trainee and etalon output data exceeds admissible norm execution of inner loop decisionmaking mechanism begins. The purpose of its execution is compensation of trainee knowledge and skills
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lack in algorithm construction. We will consider in more details process of creation of etalon algorithm
creation for two linear equations system problem solving.
FIGURE 7
CREATION OF TASK SOLVING ETALON ALGORITHM

In figure 7 the screenshot of etalon algorithm creation editor for two linear equations solving problem
is presented. Algorithm parameters are:
1) Program code of the problem solving;
2) The list of algorithm input parameters. For input parameters it is necessary to specify their
name, type and set of test values for check of algorithm work.
FIGURE 8
EXAMPLE OF NEW INPUT PARAMETER a21 ADDITION

3) Quantity of samples of input parameters test values and method of their formation
(consecutive choice or random). For formation of a correct conclusion about correctness of
trainee algorithm work it is necessary to check up it’s functioning on set of various test values
of input parameters.
4) The list of output parameters. For output parameters it is necessary to specify their type and
value of its maximum deviation in percentage from the etalon value.
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FIGURE 9
EXAMPLE OF NEW OUTPUT PARAMETER x2 ADDITION

After setting of etalon algorithm parameters there is a formation of decision-making model for
problem inner loop in form of Bayesian network. For creation of AST it is necessary to create object of
ASTParser class and by means of a function setSource call to specify the java-code of system solving
described above. By means of utility ASTView it is possible to receive visual AST representation.
FIGURE 10
THE FRAGMENT OF AST STRUCTURE OF EQUATIONS SYSTEM SOLVING ALGORITHM

It is necessary to transform received AST algorithm in CCT which includes only interesting to us
AST nodes and their some characteristics. CCT represents hierarchical CC structure which the trainee
should acquire for the linear equations system solving. Received CCT for a considered problem will have
the following view:
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FIGURE 11
THE FRAGMENT OF PROBLEM CCT
NotTerminalNode
Type: Block
Text: {double denom=a11*a22...
NodeLevel: 1
NotTerminalNode
Type: VariableDeclarationStatement
Text: double denom=a11*a22-a12*...
NodeLevel: 2
TerminalNode
Type: VariableName
Text: denom
NodeLevel: 3

NotTerminalNode
Type: InfixExpression
Text: a11 * a22
NodeLevel: 4

NotTerminalNode
Type: IfStatement
Text: if (denom == 0) return “No...
NodeLevel: 2

NotTerminalNode
Type: InfixExpression
Text: a11 * a22 - a12 * a21
NodeLevel: 3

TerminalNode
Type: OperatorName
Text: NodeLevel: 4

NotTerminalNode
Type: InfixExpression
Text: denom == 0
NodeLevel: 3

NotTerminalNode
Type: InfixExpression
Text: a12 * a21
NodeLevel: 4

TerminalNode
Type: SimpleName
Text: a11
NodeLevel: 5

TerminalNode
Type: SimpleName
Text: a12
NodeLevel: 5

TerminalNode
Type: OperatorName
Text: *
NodeLevel: 5

TerminalNode
Type: OperatorName
Text: *
NodeLevel: 5

TerminalNode
Type: SimpleName
Text: a22
NodeLevel: 5

TerminalNode
Type: SimpleName
Text: a21
NodeLevel: 5

TerminalNode
Type: VariableName
Text: denom
NodeLevel: 4
TerminalNode
Type: OperatorName
Text: ==
NodeLevel: 4
TerminalNode
Type: NumberLiteral
Text: 0
NodeLevel: 4
NotTerminalNode
Type: ReturnStatement
Text: return “No Solution”
NodeLevel: 3
TerminalNode
Type: StringLiteral
Text: “No Solution”
NodeLevel: 4

...

NotTerminalNode
Type: Assignment
Text: x1=(a12 * b2 - a22 * b1) /denom
NodeLevel: 2
NotTerminalNode
Type: InfixExpression
Text: (a12*b2-a22*b1)/denom
NodeLevel: 3
TerminalNode
Type: OperatorName
Text: /
NodeLevel: 4

TerminalNode
Type: SimpleName
Text: x1
NodeLevel: 3
TerminalNode
Type: OperatorName
Text: =
NodeLevel: 3

TerminalNode
Type: VariableName
Text: denom
NodeLevel: 4
NotTerminalNode
Type: InfixExpression
Text: a12*b2-a22*b1
NodeLevel: 4

NotTerminalNode
Type: InfixExpression
Text: a12*b2
NodeLevel: 5

...

TerminalNode
Type: OperatorName
Text: NodeLevel: 5
NotTerminalNode
Type: InfixExpression
Text: a22*b1
NodeLevel: 5

...

CCT consists of two types nodes: terminal (not having descendants, private CC) and non-terminal
(having descendants, compound CC). Nodes have an indicator of nesting level concerning root node. For
example, the node with the text «a12» has the fifth nesting level concerning the uppermost node of a
method main at which the given indicator is equal to 1. Each private CC has the corresponding weight
factor defining degree of its importance in a problem solving concerning other components. The weight of
compound CC is equal to the sum of weight factors of its components plus its own weight.
Apparently from the scheme represented in figure 11, CCT has some nodes duplicating each other
located in different branches of a tree, for example terminal nodes «denom» or «*». In BN made on the
basis of CCT duplicated nodes unite in one node, thus a direction of connections between all nodes
changes on opposite, i.e. from nodes with biggest nesting level to the smaller ones. Structure of a
considered problem BN is presented in a following picture.
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FIGURE 12
BN OF PROBLEM SOLVING

...

*

...

-

...

...

a21*b1

a11*a22

a11*b2

a12*b2

...

...

a12*b2-a22*b1

a11*a22

a11*b2-a21*b1

/

denom
a12*a21
(a12*b2-a22*b1)/
denom

=

a11*a22 - a12*a21

double denom=
a11 * a22 - a12 * a21

return "No
Solution"

==

(a11*b2-a21*b1)/
denom
x1

0

if (denom == 0)
return "No Solution"

x2

x1=
(a12*b2-a22*b1)/denom
x2=
(a11*b2-a21*b1)/denom

{double denom=a11 * a22 - a12 * a21;
if (denom == 0) return "No Solution";
x1=(a12 * b2 - a22 * b1) / denom;
x2=(a11 * b2 - a21 * b1) / denom;}

Described BN consists of chance nodes, each of which has two conditions: Satisfied (acquirement of
CC) and Violated (absence of CC acquirement). Each node has the table of conditional probabilities
connected with it (CPT). Values of the table for node A having n ancestors a1 ,a2 ,...,an are formed as
follows:
P(A=Satisfied|a1,a2,..,an)=Ȝ, P(A=Violated|a1,a2,..,an)=1-Ȝ,

(5)

At (a1= Satisfied)^(a2= Satisfied)^...^(an= Satisfied), Ȝɽ(0,1).
P(A=Satisfied|a1,a2,…,an)=0, P(A=Violated|a1,a2,…,an)=1,

(6)

At aj= Violated, jɽ{1,2,…,n}.
Thus, on the basis of received statistics data, it is 90% of confidence that the trainee acquires
compound CC if he acquires all its private CCs. In case the trainee does not acquire one of private CC it is
obvious that he will not acquire also a compound component.
For example, for node «ɚ12*b2», having three ancestors «ɚ12», «*» and «b2», CPT will have the
following view:
TABLE 1
CPT OF «a12*b2» NODE
a12
b2
*
Satisfied
Violated

Satisfied
Satisfied
Satisf. Violated
0.9
0
0.1
1

Violated
Satisf. Violated
0
0
1
1

Violated
Satisfied
Satisf. Violated
0
0
1
1

Violated
Satisf. Violated
0
0
1
1

For implementation of function of a choice by system of the most useful next task execution step
from the list of alternative variants, BN represented in figure 12, should be transformed in decisionmaking BN. For construction of the given network, and also possibility of solving of its various
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probabilistic inference problems, we will use the tools of platform-independent library SMILE. It is
necessary to complement present BN with decision node which list of conditions (alternatives of a choice)
will include all network chance nodes. Besides it, it is necessary to connect utility node corresponding to
it with each chance node of a network. Utility values of ai node if decision node has n alternatives a1,
a2,…,an, are defined as follows:
Utility (ai=Violated) = weight (ai), utility values of other variants are equal 0, where weight (ai) weight value of ai node, equal to the sum weight of all its private nodes and initial weight value of ai node.
Created through API SMILE interface decision-making BN can be seen by means of graphic editor Genie
2.0.
FIGURE 13
THE FRAGMENT OF DECISION-MAKING BN IN GENIE 2.0 EDITOR

In figure 13 chance nodes of the ellipse form are shown by different colors depending on their nesting
level in initial CCT. With each of such nodes the utility node is connected with names UtNode1 …
UtNode21. The decision block “Node_Decision” has 21 alternative conditions Node1 … Node21, which
are corresponded by network nodes and CC associated with them.
After BN formation we receive the list of algorithm CC. Further, at inner loop execution, on each
next step the most useful for check CC will be chosen. Therefore it is necessary to define for interesting to
us CC tasks for their check and its weight in problem solving algorithm.
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FIGURE 14
EDITOR FOR SETTING OF INNER LOOP SUB-TASKS

Thus, from set of the tasks created in the universal environment, some of them will be chosen for
outer loop, and a part for inner loop.
After the user answer input in the form of a program code in the inner loop visual component there is
execution of its correctness checking algorithm. The algorithm includes some stages represented on figure
15:
1) Formation of a program code for reception of trainee and etalon algorithms output data. The
check program is formed of following blocks: 1a - block of input parameters test values; 1b cycle of testing function call and transfer to it of input data test values; 2a - testing function. It
accepts as the input data sample of input parameters test values, passes them through
algorithm (trainee's or etalon) and returns values of algorithm output parameters in output
stream; 2b_u - program code of trainee algorithm; 2b_e - program code of etalon algorithm;
2c - block of output parameters values returning to output stream of testing function; 3 program code of the additional functions called from the main algorithm.
2) Fixation of output data of algorithms execution
3) Comparison of the output data of algorithms execution taking into account an admissible
error in their divergence
4) Conclusion about correctness of trainee algorithm execution. In case of detection of
inadmissible divergence in values of algorithms output parameters the decision on the inner
loop execution beginning is made. Thus, there is a loading of etalon algorithm decisionmaking BN.
Let's consider an example of inner loop work for a problem of two linear equations system solving. In
figure 15 it is possible to see differences in blocks 2b_e and 2b_u. In the trainee's algorithm case, when
the main system determinant is equal to zero (the system has no decision) is not analyzed. Therefore on
the input data second sample we have received the system message about division by zero. Comparison
system has made a conclusion that the trainee's algorithm is wrong and has given a command of task
inner loop start. The system loads decision-making BN of etalon algorithm which has been generated
even at designing of inner loop visual component. After execution of the inner loop task there is an
updating of BN nodes conditions including a decision-making node. End of inner loop execution occurs
after performance of all its sub-tasks or when values of possible decisions of decision-making node are
equal to zero. We will consider one of the possible inner loop scenarios, a two linear equations systems
problem.
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FIGURE 15
COMPARISON OF RESULTS OF TRAINEE AND ETALON ALGORITHMS EXECUTION

TABLE 2
THE DESCRIPTION OF THE ICTP POSSIBLE INNER LOOP SCENARIO EXECUTION
ʋ
1
2
3
4
5

Current step
Examination of Kramer's method in a whole, for
example restoration of all actions and formulas
sequence of unknowns calculation
Task on x1 calculation formula assemblage
from separate blocks
Task on x2 calculation formula assemblage
from separate blocks
Task for knowledge check of condition of
equations system solution existence
Task for situation studying when the main
determinant is equal to zero

Result
Violated
Satisfied
Satisfied

Next step decision
x1=(a12*b2 - a22*b1) / denom;
or
x2=(a11*b2 - a21*b1) / denom;
x1=(a12*b2 - a22*b1) / denom;

Violated

if (denom = = 0) return “No
Solution”
denom = = 0

Satisfied

Exit form inner loop

After the system decision about the trainee's algorithm program code to be incorrect there is a
decision-making on providing of the task for Kramer's method knowledge examination in a whole. After
its wrong execution recalculation of BN nodes values leads to conclusion that the greatest utility have CC
of x1 and x2 unknowns calculation. The system makes the decision on displaying of the task for x1
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calculation formula assemblage. After the successful performance the knowledge of the x2 calculation
formula is checked. We model a situation at which the user possesses ɯ1 and ɯ2 calculation skills. That's
why the decision on knowledge checking of condition of equations system solution existence is made.
The final task of the inner loop is graphic demonstration to the user of a situation which arises when the
main system determinant is equal to zero.
IMPLEMENTATION OF SYSTEM MODELING COURSE IN UNIVERSAL ENVIRONMENT
The system modeling course (Kulik, Chukhray, Pedan, & Anzenberger, Development of the
automated laboratory practical work at the course <Modeling of Systems>, 2008) was created with the
help of universal environment. Course is aimed to studying of modeling on example of such simple
physical object as inertial machine. The trainee should model process of machine movement on an
inclined plane and its stops on a horizontal site. Course structure is presented on figure 16.
FIGURE 16
STRUCTURE OF SYSTEM MODELIING COURSE
Studying of physics laws which
acts at object functioning and
construction of verbal model

1

Constructing of object
machine model

Experiment testing
of inertial machine
work
Identification of
machine model
parameters

Constructing of object
structure model

Constructing of object
mathematical model

1

Comparing of
constructed models

Course consists from seven ICTP, which implement intelligent method of its outer loop formation
and includes a lot of inner loop tasks. Due to inner loop component trainee has a big freedom in designing
of studied object mathematical model. Using of universal environment at system modeling course
construction and testing of created ICTPs has led to considerable economy of time expenses and has
shown high learning efficiency due to realization of the developed adaptation methods of teaching
material to the trainee’s competence level.
CONCLUSIONS
As a result of performed research the universal environment for ICTPs graphic creation has been
developed. The universal environment provides adaptation of the tutoring process to the level of
competence of each trainee at two levels: the outer loop of ICTP and the inner loops of its tasks.
Mechanisms of individual studying program formation for each of the loops are described. By means of
the universal environment the intelligent tutoring program on system modeling has been implemented.
ICTP testing in real conditions of the tutoring process has shown a high degree of trainee current
competence level estimation, allowing the development of individual sequence in tutoring to achieve the
planned educational results.
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